Cuisine, and Narrative is a fictional anthology of 13 maps, connected by an underlying thread of food. The anthology is presented as if each map were created by a different person. While each map tells a story, there's also a fictional character editing the anthology, with a narrative arc of his own. Our editor protagonist has a background in traditional cartography, but after a bad break up, he is trying to prove (to his ex and to himself) that he can be creative. This work follows his breakdown, which is reflected through the maps he's chosen; the volume begins with with maps that are more conventional, but ends with maps that are more abstract. The editor's story is told through the introductions that accompany each map: his commentaries are initially academic, but become increasingly personal as he struggles to define what a map is.
ABOUT THE editor O F F C O U R S E :
a c r e a t i v e e x p l o r a t i o n o f c a r t o g r a p h y , c u i s i n e a n d n a r r a t i v e
As many readers may be aware, I have been involved in the academic world of cartography for some time now. However, I feel that this academic lens has held me back from fully exploring the creative side of my interest in maps. While many of my previous works have examined the inherent bias and distortion of mapmaking, I've always approached these biases as flaws, signs of how these elements prevented certain maps from accurately portraying reality. Until now, I haven't had the opportunity to explore how maps can use this same distortion to present a unique perspective. Over the course of my research, I've been compelled to think about how maps can tell stories. I'm an immensely creative person which is something that may not be obvious from some of my past works. This project is something I've wanted to put together for many years now and I recently found myself with some time on my hands to make it a reality.
Many would classify this work as a collection of art pieces rather than maps. I picked these maps because each pushes the boundaries of what we would conventionally call a map. They all also talk about another passion of mine -food. Some are unusual specimens I've found over the years during my research, but others I stumbled across in unexpected places. Some of their authors would not consider themselves to be mapmakers. I've opted to focus on American authors, as that's my area of expertise. The first map in this anthology was found at the Iowa Tourism bureau.
Ultimately, even though there is much creativity that goes into completing a map, there is perhaps even more creativity that goes into the analysis of creative maps. This compilation is not intended to be comprehensive; there are always more courses to take, but I think this one has proven worthwhile. I'm very glad my creativity has allowed me to see the value in this project and that I had the strength of will to keep at it. I'm thankful to my publisher for letting me take this journey off course. I hope you enjoy reading it as much as I've enjoyed compiling it. The Central Iowa Corn Country Guide was initially created as an agritourism guide for corn farms, much akin to the wine tasting guides of Sonoma's vineyards. It was intended to demonstrate the subtleties in varieties of corn. It stands out in this collection due to its exclusively functional nature. The rich key allows us to understand some of the details even without the shading that might have been used to indicate the topography. The color scheme is used to evoke the yellowness of the corn. I've always wanted to attend such a corn tour but failed to do so while I lived in the area and was pleased to come across this reminder of my time there. This map does seemingly emphasize visual appeal over accuracy, but despite the breaking of conventions it is clear and easy to read. Even given the huge amount of information, each piece is easily found, like an orchestra composed so carefully you are given the impression it's being thought of on the spot. Too many maps today are composed like jazz -haphazardly improvised -producing the opposite effect, whereby, at first, it may appear cohesive until you discover they've failed to document a road or a change in incline. Here, the work is clean and smooth. The thinking is as pure and sweet as the corn.
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The At the time, it seemed a stretch that the world existed beyond my neighborhood, or even that parts of the neighborhood continued to function autonomously when I wasn't there. As we sat in the car after the movie, my Dad pulled out one of those huge map books that was necessary before GPS. It only showed our region of Masschusetts, but almost as wishful thinking there was also a world map inside the front cover. My Dad flipped to the world map and pointed to England, and then pointed to Arkham, Massachusetts. I didn't know it then, but that map was terribly inaccurate. The map of the world we typically use dramatically distorts the sizes of the continents. There are several versions of the global map that attempt to amend this. The one I favor is the Waterman Butterfly Projection. While unfortunately this Vincent Price map shares these flaws of distorted global geography, I decided to include it given its attempts to graft fictional occurrences onto our real world. On our first big trip together, to London, I remember remarking on how all the stops appeared to be equidistant on the map, but the time we spent passing between them was highly irregular. This is not unusual with subway maps. Someone went to the trouble of mapping the actual London subway lines in a geographically correct fashion and ended up with a bunch of curved patterns reminiscent of rivers all clumped up in the center. Subway maps are largely the product of designers -and make no mistake these are designers, not cartographers -so obsessed with order, with consistency and complementary color schemes that they sacrifice functionality. Order is important, but not at the cost of being true to the source material. When we become so intent on fitting everything into a neat rectangle with rigid lines we lose some value. Much like how if you were on vacation and someone insisted on spending every instant exploring, even if you were quite tired already and didn't fancy a visit to Big Ben, that would be problematic. It would be them just fitting your experience into the box they'd shown up with, ready-made. This map turns the convention on its head. A subway map is wrong because it is utterly useless for navigating a city on foot, but it can guide you between subway stops. As this map shows locations that are exclusively in subway stations, this map is functional.
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Tokyo Subway Ramen by Katsuo Nakano I found myself in San Francisco many years ago for a conference on the evolution of hachuring. Mind you this was quite early in my career, and I was travelling alone, so I made the mistake of joining some colleagues at a bar called The Elbo Room. It was an abysmal experience. If ever jazz could have a smell this would be it. It was stuffy, with undertones of stale beer and overly-medicinal gin. We didn't arrive until 11 and didn't leave until someone threw up on my shoes. These were not leather shoes: they were sneakers of the sort that have a porous exterior. I returned to my hotel room reeking of pot and vomit, without any desire to return. It was the only pair of shoes I'd brought with me. When I came across this map, I did some digging and was amused to note that, had I come just a few years earlier, I might have been spared this heinous experience as it was previously a place called Amelia's, which at least sounds more respectable. This map is unusual in that it represents time in addition to space and has the interesting conceit of representing a street like the rings of a tree. It's also unusual in that it does not claim complete objectivity, given that the point at which businesses become gentrified is highly subjective.
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The This map is more like a blueprint than a traditional map. I've chosen to include it, as I appreciate the level of detail used. I think generally maps could benefit from being more like blueprints. The high stakes associated with a blueprint ensure they must be precise and incredibly functional. Imagine how much more accurate maps would be if any misstep would result in a million-dollar building collapsing. How much more careful we might be in general if we treated every action we took as if it mattered.
This map is admittedly frustrating as the overlapping layers obscure some information. Beyond the design though, I was drawn to this map because I appreciate the challenges of sharing a small kitchen. Even the most spacious of kitchens can feel crowded with too many cooks. While completing my doctorate I lived with a man who consumed nothing but Hot Pockets and Otter Pops and in perpetuity left a film of grease in the microwave. Now, I am fortunate to live alone, but I'm always surprised by the number of people who aren't familiar with even basic fridge etiquette. Obvious things -like the milk should never be stored in the door or that shelves need to be cleaned weekly. Some people will even insist on keeping yogurt starter (basically a jar of living bacteria) in your fridge when you haven't really moved in together yet.
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My House at Dinnertime by Kara Clifford
O F F C O U R S E : a c r e a t i v e e x p l o r a t i o n o f c a r t o g r a p h y , c u i s i n e a n d n a r r a t i v e
Perhaps more so in New York than anywhere else in the world, when it comes to fine dining, attention to detail is paramount. It is the mapmaking of the culinary world. The process must be approached with a clear vision and steady hands. After my father died, I visited New York briefly with a friend and had the pleasure of dining at Daniel. I still remember every course, the foie gras followed by the escargot with beurre blanc and the endive salad. I was beyond embarrassed that my dining companion was a vegetarian and sat there patiently dissecting the meal, but even her share of lardons didn't go to waste as we brought them back to my father's Labrador who went absolutely mad for them. You can imagine my delight so many years later, Charlie the Labrador still at my side, at finding this map, which has some information about New York City's critics, but first and foremost has information about the kinds of fine dining establishments New York has to offer.
This map is structurally interesting as it again attempts to incorporate temporal elements in addition to more traditional spatial components. I doubt I'll have occasion to return to New York, as these small moments of order are too far and few between, given the large moments of chaos -of drug deals and jazz clubs and reckless youths -but in some ways I find it that much more impressive that the authors were able to find and organize restraint in this city of excess.
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Under Review by Henry Delgado, Reese Mauro 
The stars don't always align.
The New York restaurant scene is one of the most influential in the world. Since restaurant reviews first took hold here, the world has been watching. But while reviews have always shaped the restaurant scene, the restaurant scene has also shaped its critics.
ZAGAT
Before there was Yelp, there was Zagat, the survey-based voice of the people in restaurant reviewing. Zagat has generally upheld the status quo with top marks going to restaurants like Per Se and Bouley. However, they included a wider range of restaurants long before The New York Times. In 2011, Zagat was acquired by Google and they changed the rating system to be three 5 star scores available through Google maps.
YELP
Yelp is an online reviewing site that took o in 2005 because it allowed users to leave unsolicited "real" reviews. Unlike its predecessors where inclusion was endorsement, all restaurants were reviewed no matter how small or sub-par. Yelp is interesting because users have varied standards depending on their expectations. None of the restaurants included on this map have higher than a 4.5. Many that take top marks are comparatively inexpensive.
THE NEW YORK TIMES 0 Poor 1 Good 2 Very Good 3 Excellent 4 Extraordinary
With the internet they've introduced a separate system for users to review restaurants: 1 Poor 2 Satisfactory 3 Good 4 Very Good 5 Excellent Notice that only a critic can label a restaurant as extraordinary. More on their critics in a minute.
CRAIG CLAIBORNE | 1957 -1972
The first New York Times food critic, Craig Claiborne made reviewing what it is today. Before him, reviews were thought of as something for the advertising department. Long after his tenure, a New York Times review could make or break a restaurant. While he was hugely influential, the star system came later. He mostly chose french restaurants like Le Cirque, which is one of the few that has been open since his tenure.
BRYAN MILLER | 1984 -1993
Bryan Miller upheld the tradition of the critics who preceded him, including Craig Claiborne, by favoring expensive, usually French, establishments. He was the first critic to give Le Bernadin 4 stars, which has maintained its rating ever since. He also gave Le Cirque 4 stars, whose path has been more volatile. He turned to Craig Claiborne for advice when he first took on the post.
RUTH REICHL | 1993 -1999
Ruth Reichl was the first New York Times critic to break the status quo. There was outrage, particularly from Bryan Miller, when she awarded the noodle shop Honmura An 3 stars and, more scandalously still, she took one of Le Cirque's stars. Ruth Reichl was particularly known for dining in disguise, attempting to duplicate the average diner's experience. She still visited traditional establishments, like Daniel, but made an e ort to visit less traditional ones as well.
FRANK BRUNI | 1999 -2009
Frank Bruni was the first New York Times critic to compete with internet-based rating systems. With these new systems came questions about how much the Times' opinion mattered. Some have accused the Times of writing bad reviews because they're entertaining. Bruni found himself reviewing establishments that Craig Claiborne never would have considered like Momofuku Ko, a restaurant utterly lacking in atmosphere that still received 3 stars. The town I grew up in had precisely one pizza place. It was one of those franchises where a different family owns each, but the dough and marketing materials are all sent down from corporate. It was a buffet style restaurant with novelties like macaroni and cheese pizza and chicken alfredo pizza, as if that might make up for everything sitting under a heat lamp leaching grease. I worked there through high school and the smell permeated all of my clothing. While I could never give up meat, and I doubt I could fully give up dairy, to this day I'm tempted to give up cheese.
On our first trip to New York together, back before Dad died, I told Lauren I hated pizza, so she suggested we try a juice cleanse, so we got pizza. New Yorkers are particular about their pizza. Dad sent us to his favorite place, which did happen to be a Ray's. It was her first time meeting him, though I'd long since passed the age where that kind of thing merited ceremony. I think she might have thought I brought her because I was planning to propose. We came home with a bleak pizza that was just red sauce with a smattering of peppers. It was the kind of pizza the restaurant I worked at in high school might have served, to appease the suburban mothers' consciences, but which would have sat, ignored by the children, just getting soggier. My Dad ate two slices. I think he might have thought I was going to propose to her too.
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The This map juxtaposes the traditional characteristics of a map with a frozen dinner. This map has been executed not from above but rather in a three-quarter perspective. This has the disadvantage of obscuring some of the information in the back. The colors are blended and the scale of some of the objects (for instance, the cabin in relation to the mountain) is distorted.
However, I chose this map not for its form, but for its insight into the human psyche. I think this map is incredibly relatable. I often find myself facing the distraction/distraction/ distraction/despair conundrum. In fact, compiling this book itself is a kind of distraction for me, as I've never watched much television. Lauren's new boyfriend, Paul, watches a lot of television. Lauren never used to watch television but I guess that goes along with giving up "giving up red meat" and throwing away her yogurt starter and smoking a lot of pot and being about to move to New York with him and our dog. Paul is going to be an adjunct professor at NYU even though he says he's really moving because his jazz band has taken off, which is a load of -anyway. I've been eating a lot of frozen dinners lately and found this map insightful. At least my fridge is clean. There are lots of parts of life we don't like to think about. We want to eat our sausages in peace without being reminded of the pieces they came from. We want to sit down to dinner in peace without being reminded of how our lives are in pieces. A slow build of minor skirmishes over how often the ceiling fan ought to be cleaned, or how often the dog ought to be walked, or how often you work late, or how often she pretends to work late and you both work to keep up the pretense of fighting over work, preferable to working through the affair and the bullying and passive aggressive skirmishes and passive aggressive battles over nothing in particular. She pretends that the shift of the calm order of your life from maturity to monotony hasn't bothered her. But you can't help but be bothered by how she's changed. By how she's grown as a person, by how you've grown apart as people. This is a map of a metaphor. It literally shows how the sausage is made without reaching for gristle or gore, instead seeking a deeper truth about how we don't like to think about things we don't like to think about. We'd rather continue along in our neat, orderly bubble ignoring the homeless man on the corner, and the news on the radio, and the last bag in our -my -closet that means it's really over.
